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c  The responses the child makes:
(1)	When he meets new problems: Does he go to some-
one for help,  cry  or become  angry,  give  up
without trying, or persist until he succeeds?
(2)	When he has succeeded:   Does he tell about his
success, busy himself with other work, or repeat
the act he has just performed successfully?
The teacher and parent will follow with interest emerging
technics now being used by specialists: play technics of diag-
nosis and therapy, use of art media and plastic material,
analysis of the child's response to pictures and puppet-shows,
and the interpretation of his stories and free compositions.11
No one method is adequate. The child's physical condi-
tion, his heredity, his home and school environment, his
previous progress all help to explain his present behavior.
Obtaining a knowledge of the underlying causes of undesir-
able behavior is the first step in modifying it.
QUESTIONS AND  PROBLEMS
 1.	Organize into a practical study program as many of the sugges-
tions given for studying primary children as you can apply to your
class or to individual children in whom you are interested.
 2.	What is an I.Q.?   How is it obtained?   Does it increase with the
age of the child?   How should it be interpreted?
 3.	What kind of work is appropriate for first-grade children with
I.Q.'s below 70?
 4.	How can children of superior intelligence be prevented from
forming habits of idleness?
 5.	Is a child with high intelligence usually deficient in health or
some other respect?
 6.	How can you account for the fact that sometimes children who
do their lessons well in school are in poor physical condition?
 7.	Make a survey of the health status and habits of a group of
children, and work out ways of using the information thus obtained
in their education.
 8.	If possible, visit a child guidance clinic in order to observe
methods of studying and treating children in the first three grades
of school.
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